Fatal Michael Palmer
Getting the books Fatal Michael Palmer now is not type of inspiring means. You could not solitary going taking into account ebook hoard or library or borrowing from your associates to right of entry
them. This is an agreed simple means to speciﬁcally get guide by on-line. This online pronouncement Fatal Michael Palmer can be one of the options to accompany you similar to having extra time.
It will not waste your time. consent me, the e-book will no question expose you supplementary matter to read. Just invest little time to entrance this on-line revelation Fatal Michael Palmer as
competently as review them wherever you are now.

Miracle Cure Michael Palmer 1999 The author of Extreme Measures throws open the doors of
Boston's prestigious Heart Institute, where a troubled Dr. Brian Holbrook senses something
fearfully amiss on a project testing a new miracle drug. Reprint.
Critical Judgment Michael Palmer 1998 As Dr. Abby Dolan searches for the cause of a mysterious
malady driving her emergency room patients into a murderous rage, her superiors put her own
life in peril. By the author of The Silent Treatment. Reprint. PW.
FATAL/AU/CD. MICHAEL. PALMER
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 1994-12-01 When a suspicious number of patients start dying in
the middle of the night, after supposedly successful surgeries, a lone doctor risks his life for a
dedicated young nurse who unknowingly holds the answers.
A Heartbeat Away Michael Palmer 2011-08-02 Preparing to give a State of the Union address
when a terrorist group releases a deadly virus into the Capitol building, President James Allaire is
forced to enlist the services of a virologist who has been wrongly imprisoned for suspected
terrorist intentions.
Natural Causes Michael Palmer 1999 Dr Sarah Baldwin Races To A Boston Hospital With A Young
Woman Whose Normal Labour Has Suddenly Become A Matter Of Life And Death. As She
Struggles To Save Both Mother And Baby, She Doesn'T Know That Two Other Women Have
Already Died Under Horrifying Identical Circumstances. And So Begins Sarahs Own Nightmare, As
She Learns That The Prenatal Herbal Vitamins She Prescribed Are The Only Things These Three
Women Have In Common. Soon Sarah Is Fighting To Save Her Career, Her Reputation - Her Life.
For She'S Certain There Must Be Some Unknown Factor Linking These Women, And As She Gets
Closer To The Truth, It Becomes Clear That Someone Will Do Anything - Even Murder - To Keep A
Devastating Secret.
What Money Can't Buy Michael J. Sandel 2012 Should we pay children to read books or to get
good grades? Is it ethical to pay people to test risky new drugs or to donate their organs? What
about hiring mercenaries to ﬁght our wars, outsourcing inmates to for-proﬁt prisons, auctioning
admission to elite universities, or selling citizenship to immigrants willing to pay? Isn't there
something wrong with a world in which everything is for sale? In recent decades, market values
have crowded out nonmarket norms in almost every aspect of life-medicine, education,
government, law, art, sports, even family life and personal relations. Without quite realizing it,
Sandel argues, we have drifted from having a market economy to being a market society. In What
Money Can't Buy, Sandel examines one of the biggest ethical questions of our time and provokes
a debate that's been missing in our market-driven age: What is the proper role of markets in a
democratic society, and how can we protect the moral and civic goods that markets do not
honour and money cannot buy?
Resistant Michael Palmer 2014-05-20 Delivering a speech for his boss at a national conference in
Atlanta, Dr. Lou Welcome takes an exclusive tour of the Centers for Disease Control and learns
about the development of biological weapons before becoming enmeshed in a case involving the
abduction of a leading scientist. 125,000 ﬁrst printing.
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The Second Opinion Michael Palmer 2009 Left for dead by a hit-and-run driver, Dr Petros
Sperelakis' chances of survival are slim. But Petros' daughter Thea refuses to accept that her
father might not survive his devastating injuries, even when her brothers insist that treatment be
withheld. Having left the complex, money-driven dynamics of traditional medicine years ago,
Thea's father's grievous injuries draw her unwillingly back into a world she despises. As she
uncovers the secrets surrounding her father's collision, it becomes clear that it was no accident.
But without proof, she can dig no deeper. Thea's investigation hits a dead end until one day, her
father, the founder of a cutting edge medical centre, opens his eyes and slowly begins to blink a
terrifying message. Confronted with a conspiracy that infects the whole of the medical
community, Thea soon ﬁnds that she is ﬁghting for more than her father's life. She is also ﬁghting
for her own...
Trauma Daniel Palmer 2016-03-01 TRAUMA Prepare to be hooked from page one of this shockinducing medical thriller from New York Times bestselling author Michael Palmer and his son,
acclaimed suspense novelist Daniel Palmer. Dr. Carrie Bryant is a much-admired neurosurgical
resident at an esteemed Boston hospital. When the relentless pace of her residency leads to a lifeshattering error, Carrie loses her conﬁdence—and decides to quit her residency and move back
home. Her new life’s purpose: To help her combat-vet brother, Adam, recover from a crippling
case of post-traumatic stress disorder. “A unique novel that shows the strength of both authors’
work.”—Mystery Scene The experimental program at the VA Medical Center promises the
possibility of curing the ravages of PTSD forever. It seems like Adam’s best option, but Carrie has
her doubts when one of her patients goes missing...and then another. Carrie joins local
investigative reporter David Hoﬀman in the hunt for answers. The hospital, however, is
determined to keep its secrets at all costs. As Carrie and David descend into a labyrinth of murder
and corruption, the price Carrie could pay for asking the wrong questions is her own life... “When
it comes to inventive plots for medical thrillers, nobody does it better than Michael
Palmer.”—Huﬃngton Post
Fatal Michael Palmer 2002 Returning to his Virginia home to investigate the tragic deaths of his
wife and father, a young maverick doctor encounters a series of suspicious accidents that reveal a
bizarre syndrome that could place countless lives at risk.
The First Family Michael Palmer 2018-04-17 The President’s teenaged son is threatened by a
potentially fatal illness that is rooted in dark secrets from a long-buried past. President Geoﬀrey
Hilliard and his family live in the ever-present glare of the political limelight, with relentless
scrutiny of their daily lives. The White House is not an easy place to grow up, so when the
President’s son Cam, a sixteen-year-old chess champion, experiences extreme fatigue,
moodiness, and an uncharacteristic violent outburst, doctors are quick to dismiss his troubles as
teen angst. But Secret Service agent Karen Ray, whose job is to guard the president's family with
her life, is convinced Cam’s issues are serious – serious enough to summon her physician exhusband for a second opinion. Dr. Lee Blackwood’s concerns are dismissed by the president's
team – until Cam gets sicker. Lee must make a diagnosis from a puzzling array of symptoms he's
never seen before. His only clue is a patient named Susie Banks, a young musical prodigy who
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seems to be suﬀering from the same baﬄing condition as Cam. Hospitalized after an attempt on
her life by a determined killer, Susie’s jeopardy escalates as Cam’s condition takes on a terrifying
new dimension. Is someone trying to murder the President’s son? As Lee and Karen race for a
cure to Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they begin to uncover betrayals that breach the
highest levels of national security. Returning to the same Washington, DC setting of The First
Patient, which former President Bill Clinton said “captured the intense atmosphere of the White
House,” The First Family is a riveting new medical drama from acclaimed novelist Daniel Palmer,
in the tradition of his late father, New York Times bestselling novelist Michael Palmer. Praise for
The First Family: "Terrifying and all too plausible—Daniel Palmer continues his father's tradition of
delivering authentic and high-velocity medical suspense. The combination of medical chills and
high-level Washington make The First Family irresistible.” —Joseph Finder, New York Times
bestselling author of Paranoia and The Switch "Palmer's The First Family gives you likable
characters to root for, a top-notch villain, and enough excitement to make your hair curl. Have fun
with this thriller." —Catherine Coulter, author of The Devil's Triangle “Double the trouble, twice
the action, and quadruple the enjoyment, this is a high-octane game changer.” —Steve Berry,
New York Times bestselling author of The Bishop's Pawn and The Lost Order “High-stakes and
intelligent, The First Family is everything you want in a medical thriller. Chilling!” —Robert Dugoni
#1 Amazon, Wall Street Journal and New York Times bestselling author of My Sisters Grave "The
First Family is adrenaline-fueled entertainment that twists, turns, surprises and satisﬁes!” -John
Lescroart, New York Times bestselling author "A Palmer novel transports you into the complex
world of medical-legal-social ethics. The First Family doesn't disappoint, wrestling with the murky
questions of what we can do versus what we should do. Gripping.” —Kathy Reichs, New York
Times bestselling author and creator of Bones
Host Robin Cook 2015-10-22 Host, the explosive thriller from New York Times bestselling author
and master of the medical thriller, Robin Cook, takes readers back to where the genre began, and
the questions posed in Coma: what happens when innocent hospital patients are used as medical
'incubators' against their will? Lynn Peirce, a fourth-year medical student at Mason-Dixon
University, thinks she has her life ﬁgured out. But when her otherwise healthy boyfriend, Carl, is
admitted to hospital for routine surgery, Lynn is devastated by his sudden death. Convinced
there's more to the story than the authorities are willing to reveal, Lynn searches for evidence of
medical malpractice with the help of her lab partner, Michael. What she uncovers, however, is far
more disturbing. Hospitals associated with Middleton Healthcare have unnervingly high rates of
unexplained complications and patients contracting serious and terminal illnesses following
routine surgery. When Lynn and Michael begin to receive death threats, they realize they must
discover the truth, before the shadowy forces behind Middleton Healthcare can put a stop to their
eﬀorts once and for all.
Informed Consent Sandra Glahn 2010-01-01 Dr. Jeremy Cramer is a young doctor on the verge
of a cutting-edge medical discovery. But his research is derailed when Cramer's son is infected
with a rare fatal disease. Now as he races against time to save his child's life, Cramer will make a
decision that could shatter his career. Informed Consent is a pulse-pounding medical thriller that
complements the current popularity of hospital dramas. With non-stop suspense, snappy
dialogue, and witty humor, author Sandra Glahn takes a look at some of today's hot-button issues
through this provocative story.
Shock Robin Cook 2011-12-12 Shock sees cutting-edge technology and personal greed converge
in Robin Cook's spine-tingling novel of medicine run amok. Deborah Cochrane and Joanna
Meissner, students and close friends, spot a campus newspaper ad that promises to solve their
ﬁnancial problems: an exclusive, highly proﬁtable fertility clinic on Boston's North Shore is looking
for donors. Deborah and Joanna ﬁgure they can perform a good deed in helping infertile couples,
while earning some money for themselves. Although rumours surface of a fellow donor's
unexplained disappearance, they remain undeterred. The procedures seem to go smoothly, but
second thoughts and curiosity prompt the two women discover more. Stymied by the clinic's veil
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of secrecy, Deborah and Joanna obtain employment there to continue their probe. Working under
aliases, they soon discover the horrifying true aims of Dr Windgate's research, immediately
putting their lives – and their sanity –irrevocably at risk.
The Sisterhood Michael Palmer 2011-01-12 “A suspenseful page-turner . . . jolts and entertains the
reader.”—Mary Higgins Clark Inside Boston Doctors Hospital, patients are dying. In the glare of
the operating room, they survive the surgeon's knife. But in the dark, hollow silence of the night,
they die. Suddenly, inexplicable, horribly. A tough, bright doctor will risk his career—his very
life—to unmask the terrifying mystery. A beautiful and dedicated young nurse unknowingly holds
the answer. Together they will discover that no one is safe from . . . the sisterhood “Teriﬃc . . . a
compelling suspense tale.”—Clive Cussler
The Switch Elmore Leonard 2012-02-16 Ordell Robbie and Louis Gara have lots in common - time
in the same gaol, convictions for auto theft, and a grand plan. They're going to snatch the wife of
a Detroit developer and collect some easy ransom money. At least that's what they think... What
they haven't ﬁgured on is the fact that the husband has a secret mistress and has absolutely no
desire to get his wife back. So now it's time for Plan B. With the help of one seriously ticked-oﬀ
housewife they are going to take the scumbag for everything he's got... THE SWITCH has been
adapted for the big screen as LIFE OF CRIME, starring Jennifer Aniston, Tim Robbins and Isla
Fisher.
The First Patient Michael Palmer 2008-02-19 Reunited with his former Annapolis roommate,
Andrew Stoddard--now president of the United States--when he is asked to become his personal
physician, Gabe Singleton discovers that Andrew is going insane and that the condition may not
be the result of natur
Critical Judgment Michael Palmer 1998 As Dr. Abby Dolan searches for the cause of a
mysterious malady driving her emergency room patients into a murderous rage, her superiors put
her own life in peril. By the author of The Silent Treatment. Reprint. PW.
Moral Problems Michael Palmer 1995-01-01 Moral Problems takes particular account of the needs
of both teacher and student. It is not a compendium of ethical theories but a course book,
providing the instructor, student, and general reader with a step-by-step introduction to the major
ethical theories. For each topic Palmer has provided a lengthy introduction and critique,
comprehension exercises, essay questions, and an extensive bibliography. He relates each ethical
theory to a contemporary issue, with an introductory discussion followed by excerpts from the
original sources.
Oath of Oﬃce Michael Palmer 2012-02-14 Blamed for the murder-suicide rampage of a
respected doctor and former client who previously struggled with drug addiction, counselor Lou
Welcome investigates what went wrong and uncovers a terrifying political conspiracy with ties to
the White House. By the best-selling author of A Heartbeat Away. 200,000 ﬁrst printing.
Fatal Michael Palmer 2003-09-30 From The Sisterhood, Michael Palmer's ﬁrst New York Times
bestseller, to The Patient, his ninth, reviewers have proclaimed him a master of medical suspense.
Recognized around the world for original, topical, nail-biting suspense, emergency physician
Palmer'swork has been translated into more than thirty-ﬁve languages. Now he reaches
controversial and startling new heights in a terrifying tale of cutting-edge microbiology, unbridled
greed, and murder, where either knowing too little or trusting too much can be FATAL. In Chicago,
a pregnant cafeteria worker suﬀering nothing more malevolent than ﬂulike symptoms begins
hemorrhaging from every part of her body. In Boston, a brilliant musician, her face disﬁgured by
an unknown disease, rapidly descends into a lethal paranoia. In Belinda, West Virginia, a miner
suddenly goes berserk, causing a cave-in that kills two of his co-workers. Finding the link between
these events could prove FATAL. Five years ago, internist and emergency specialist Matt Rutledge
returned to his West Virginia home to marry his high-school sweetheart and open a practice. He
also had a score to settle. His father died while working for the Belinda Coal and Coke Company,
and Matt swore to expose the mine’s health and safety violations. When his beloved Ginny
succumbed to an unusual cancer, his campaign became even more bitterly personal. Now Matt
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has identiﬁed two bizarre cases of what he has dubbed the Belinda Syndrome--caused, he is
certain, by the mine’s careless disposal of toxic chemicals. All he needs is proof. Meanwhile, two
women, unknown to one another, are drawn inexorably to Belinda, into Matt’s life--and into mortal
danger. Massachusetts coroner Nikki Solari comes to attend the funeral of her roommate, killed
violently on a Boston street. Ellen Kroft, a retired schoolteacher from Maryland, seeks the
remorseless killer who has threatened to destroy her and her family.Three strangers--Rutledge,
Solari, and Kroft--each hold one piece of a puzzle they must solve, and solve quickly. If they don’t,
it will be far more than just their own lives that are at risk. Michael Palmer has crafted a novel of
breathtaking speed and medical intricacy where nothing is as it seems and one false step could
be FATAL.
Frontiers Michael Jensen 2000-05-01 In a novel set in 1797 Massachusetts and the Allegheny
Mountains, a gay army oﬃcer is forced to ﬂee the Continental army and takes up with a loner who
is secretly murdering Indian girls. A ﬁrst novel. Reprint.
Extreme Measures Michael Palmer 1997 Young, talented, and ambitious, Dr Eric Najarian has all
the qualities they re looking for at White Memorial Hospital. What Eric doesn t know is that he s
being watched. And judged. An elite clique of medical professionals thinks he has what it takes
Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads David Morrell 2010-07-05 The most riveting reads in history meet
today's biggest thriller writers in Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads.Edited by David Morrell and Hank
Wagner, Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads examines 100 seminal works of suspense through essays
contributed by such esteemed modern thriller writers as: David Baldacci, Steve Berry, Sandra
Brown, Lee Child, Jeﬀery Deaver, Tess Gerritsen, Heather Graham, John Lescroart, Gayle Lynds,
Katherine Neville, Michael Palmer, James Rollins, R. L. Stine, and many more.Thrillers: 100 MustReads features 100 works - from Beowulf to The Bourne Identity, Dracula to Deliverance, Heart of
Darkness to The Hunt for Red October - deemed must-reads by the International Thriller Writers
organization.Much more than an anthology, Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads goes deep inside the most
notable thrillers published over the centuries. Through lively, spirited, and thoughtful essays that
examine each work's signiﬁcance, impact, and inﬂuence, Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads provides both
historical and personal perspective on those spellbinding works that have kept readers on the
edge of their seats for centuries.
The Promises of Glass Michael Palmer 2000 The Promises of Glass is New Directions' third book by
Michael Palmer, acclaimed as the most signiﬁcant experimental American poet of his generation.
The Promises of Glass, Michael Palmer's ﬁrst new collection since At Passages (New Directions,
1995), contains seven sections: "The White Notebook," "The Promises of Glass," "Q," "Four Kitaj
Studies," "Five Easy Poems," "In an X," and "Tower." These gorgeous new poems explore
language and the "salt sea of autobiographies." His work also examines what Marjorie Perloﬀ has
described as "the absurdist 'displacement by degrees' one experiences in the post-urban world of
late twentieth-century America."
Political Suicide Michael Palmer 2014-01-02 A shocking medical-political thriller featuring Dr Lou
Welcome by the New York Times bestselling author and master of suspense. For fans of Robin
Cooke and Michael Connelly. A cover-up gone awry. A physician accused of murder. A truth that
threatens the entire country... When high-society doctor Gary McHugh believes he will be arrested
for murder, he turns to old friend Dr Lou Welcome for help. After a medical visit to powerful
Chairman Elias Colston, McHugh was found blacked out from alcohol in his wrecked car, while
Colston was discovered shot dead in his own garage. McHugh has no recollection of events, and
no one who might believe his innocence, other than Lou. But as more facts come to light, even
Lou has serious doubts. Together with attorney Sarah Cooper, Lou ﬁnds himself at the heart of a
deadly conspiracy where the lines between right and wrong are frighteningly blurred. For if Lou
and Sarah can't uncover the truth behind Colston's death, America could be at risk from attacks
that will destroy America's national security for ever.
Side Eﬀects Michael Palmer 1995 Dr. Kate Bennett, a pathologist at Boston Memorial Hospital,
faces problems in her personal life and professional career as she searches for the cause of a
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bizarre illness responsible for a series of deaths. Reissue.
Guide to UNIX Using Linux Michael Palmer 2007-08-16 Written with a clear, straightforward
writing style and packed with step-by-step projects for direct, hands-on learning, Guide to UNIX
Using Linux, 4E is the perfect resource for learning UNIX and Linux from the ground up. Through
the use of practical examples, end-of-chapter reviews, and interactive exercises, novice users are
transformed into conﬁdent UNIX/Linux users who can employ utilities, master ﬁles, manage and
query data, create scripts, access a network or the Internet, and navigate popular user interfaces
and software. The updated 4th edition incorporates coverage of the latest versions of UNIX and
Linux, including new versions of Red Hat, Fedora, SUSE, and Ubuntu Linux. A new chapter has also
been added to cover basic networking utilities, and several other chapters have been expanded to
include additional information on the KDE and GNOME desktops, as well as coverage of the
popular OpenOﬃce.org oﬃce suite. With a strong focus on universal UNIX and Linux commands
that are transferable to all versions of Linux, this book is a must-have for anyone seeking to
develop their knowledge of these systems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Silent Treatment Michael Palmer 1995 In his ﬁve bestselling novels, from The Sisterhood to
Natural Causes, physician Michael Palmer has drawn on years of ﬁrsthand emergency-room
experience to create the drama of a frighteningly authentic world--a world where the line between
medicine and murder is scalpel-thin. Now, in his most harrowing suspense novel yet, Palmer
reveals how the power to heal can become a license to kill.... With his wife, Evie, scheduled for
surgery the next day, Dr. Harry Corbett goes to the hospital for what he hopes will be a quiet
evening of reconciliation. In recent weeks Evie, never quick to share her feelings, has been more
closed and distant than ever. But when Harry reaches Evie's room, it is too late for reconciliation.
Shockingly, without warning, Evie is dead. The police suspect homicide. And their only suspect is
Dr. Harry Corbett. Harry is not prepared for the stunning revelations that follow: His bright,
beautiful, highly ambitious wife was leading a double life; she may have had dangerous secrets.
But what secret could have been explosive enough to die for? Then the killer strikes again, boldly,
tauntingly murdering one of Harry's favorite patients in such a way that only Harry knows the
death was not natural. This time Harry is certain: The killer, medically sophisticated, coolly
arrogant, moving undetected through a busy urban hospital, could only be a doctor. And he
wonders--how many more will die? Desperately Harry probes deeper, following the only clue Evie
left. What he ﬁnds is a sinister pattern that threatens patients in every hospital in the city. Harry
is engaged in a life-and-death battle of wits with a chillingly eﬃcient monster. And until the doctor
is unmasked, no patient is safe from his lethal silent treatment. Michael Palmer has done it again,
delivering a no-holds-barred novel of medical intrigue-- a gripping thriller that features the most
terrifying physician since Hannibal Lecter. Silent Treatment will keep your pulse racing from
beginning to end
The Patient Michael Palmer 2000 Gifted and highly respected, Dr Jessie Copeland is about to
revolutionise the ﬁeld of neurosurgery with her ground-breaking bio-engineering invention.Claude
Malloche is suﬀering from a brain tumour, beyond the treatment of existing medical practice, a
Consent Alan Reed 2016-10-14 This volume presents a leading contribution to the substantive
arena relating to consent in the criminal law. In broad terms, the ambit of legally valid consent in
extant law is contestable and opaque, and reveals signiﬁcant problems in adoption of consistent
approaches to doctrinal and theoretical underpinnings of consent. This book seeks to provide a
logical template to focus the debate. The overall concept addresses three speciﬁc elements within
this arena, embracing an overarching synergy between them. This ediﬁce engages in an
examination of UK provisions, with specialist contributions on Irish and Scottish law, and in
contrasting these provisions against alternative domestic jurisdictions as well as comparative
contributions addressing a particularised research grid for consent. The comparative chapters
provide a wider background of how other legal systems' treat a variety of specialised issues
relating to consent in the context of the criminal law. The debate in relation to consent principles
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continues for academics, practitioners and within the criminal justice system. Having expert
descriptions of the wider issues surrounding the particular discussion and of other legal systems'
approaches serves to stimulate and inform that debate. This collection will be a major source of
reference for future discussion.
The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch Philip K. Dick 2011 Palmer Eldritch returns from the
edge of the universe with a drug called Chew-D for the colonists of Mars who are under threat of
god-like or satanic psychics that threaten to wage war against the human soul.
Fatal Michael Palmer 2003 Returning to his Virginia home to investigate the tragic deaths of his
wife and father, a young maverick doctor encounters a series of suspicious accidents that reveal a
bizarre syndrome that could place countless lives at risk.
The Society Michael Palmer 2005 The wealthy and powerful CEO of a large health care company is
found brutally murdered. She is not the ﬁrst to die nor will she be the last&A vicious serial killer is
on the loose, and the victims have one thing in common: they are all high-proﬁle
Flashback Michael Palmer 2001 A chilling tale of medical suspense from the bestselling author of
Side Eﬀects. Neurosurgeon Zack Iverson must discover why a young boy is reliving every painful
moment of his recent operation--and what terrible secret the hospital where the operation took
place is hiding.
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Miracle Cure Harlan Coben 2013-06-04 "Previously published in SPI Books and Signet editions."-Title page verso.
Natural Causes Michael Palmer 1994 Struggling to save a mother and baby when something
goes horribly wrong during the birth, Dr. Sarah Baldwin is unaware that two identical
circumstances have already occurred and that she is the only factor they had in common. Reprint.
LJ. PW.
Long After Midnight Iris Johansen 2003-08-26 She wanted to save lives. The killer wanted to end
hers. The ﬁrst warning was triggered hundreds of miles away. The second warning exploded only
yards from where she and her son stood. Now Kate Denby realizes the frightening truth: She is
somebody's target. Danger has arrived in Kate's backyard with a vengeance. And the gifted
scientist is awakening to a nightmare world where a ruthless killer is stalking her...where her
innocent son is considered expendable...and where the medical research to which she has
devoted her life is the same research that could get her killed. Her only hope of protecting her
family and making that medical breakthrough is to elude her enemy until she can face him on her
own ground, on her own terms—and destroy him.
The Fifth Vial Michael Palmer 2007 Tough, ambitious and hardworking, Natalie Reyes ﬁnds herself
suspended unjustly from Harvard Medical School, and it feels like her world has ended. But when
her mentor sends her to present a medical paper at a conference in Rio de Janiero, it almost
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